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ABSTRACT

Some methods and cod臼 have been developed and utilized for covariance
data evaluation of experimental data, including parameter analysis, physical
analysis, sp:ine fitting etc.. These methods and codes (;an be used in many dif二

ferent ca臼s.

INTRODUCTION

Recent ten years, with the developing of the reactor physics and computer
technique，由e covarianαmatrix of nuclear data becomes more and more im
portant for nuclear engineering. For evaluators and experimenters, complete
data information is given only in the ca臼 that both data themselves and their
∞variance matri~ are given, because the errors, as traditional1y given, are only
the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix and describe the accuracy of the
data, nothing about the correlation ofthe data is given. However, it is not easy
to give the covariance matrix, because the matter itself is more complicated and
由e described methods are being developed.

Some methods and codes for covariance data evaluation of experimental
data have been developed and used for last few y锦rs ， including parameter ana·
lysis, physical analysis, spline function fitting etc.. They are suitable in different
ca部s. Using these methods and codes, the experi~enters or evaluators can
evaluate the covariance data, calculate the covariance matrix from the
uncertainty information ofthe experiments.
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1 PARAMETER ANALYSIS

If the conditions of an experiment，由pccially 由eoo饵rtainty information
are well known, the ∞variance matrix can be constructed according to 由e for
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Where ~I/ ;JXk Iωis the derivative of function I to parameter Xk , taken the
value at X ki,)) = < Xk制>，吨。 is the standard error of 缸h parameter X A: at
energy point;(众 and ρ俨 is the correlation coefficient between
parame臼r Xk at energy point; and parameter xi' at energy point i ， ρ:is

the correlation coefficient of parameter X A: at energy points ; and i .
Form Eq. (1) it can be seen that the covariance matrix of the indirectly

measured data can be constructed if its expression formula and the standard er
rors, the correlation coefficients of the directly measured parameters concerned
are known.

In general ca白， it is easier for experimenters themselves to know the ex
pression formula and the errors of the parameters. .But the situation becomes
more complicated for the correlation coefficients of the parameters at different
ellergy points, which h:lve been discussed in many papers(2叫.

If the function lor the errors AXk of the directly measured parame忧rs are
not known ( for example for evaluators ), the covariance matrix can be ealcu
lated as follows:

Co叫，几)= 1: ρ;AfJfkj (2)

where, !ilk, (AIk;) is the standard error of the indirectly measured data contrib
uted from kth parameter at energy point i(J). So if the partial error confributed
from each parameters and their correlation coefficients at different energy
points are known, the covariance matrix of indir配tly measured data also can be
饵1ωlated.

In mathematics, it can be proved that the constructed matrix in the way
above must be symmetry and positive definite(I).
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For practical application, a program CMC was developed to calculate the
∞varian侃 matrix from the error information of 由e experiment. The calcula
tion is performed in two ca据s : whether the explicit fonnula for the indirectly
m锦S町'cd quantity is known. If it is known, calculation is done with formula (1)
and问arameters Xtt, t1it' ρ;mn创cd to input，。由erwise with formula (2)
and 由.e parameters A儿， P~ are needed to input. To simplify only one constant
is input for some parameter if it is independent ofenergy.

In the explicit formula ca臼，由e subroutin，臼 for 由e following ty阴:s of data
are included:

I) Total cross section,
2) Nonelastic scattering cro臼 section，

3) Fission cross 嚣ction，

4) Activation method,
5) Capture cross 比ction，

6) Differential cross section and sp配trum with time-or-flight method.
In the implicit ca钮， two subroutines are included:
。The relative error of each parameters are known
2) The partial percents contributed to the total error of each parameters

are known.
To insur，~ the covariance matrix constructed is reasonable in mathematics

and physics, the positive definite feature of the constructed matrix is checked by
using the method of calculating the eigenvalues of the correlation coefficient
matnx.

An example is given for the cross 民ction of 2JNa(n,2n)22Na reaction in the
energy region from 13.0-18.0 MeV, measured by LuU) with activation method
at six energy points. The measurement was carried out related
to 9~b(n，2n)92Nb cross section as standard. The calculation formula is as fol
lows:

σs

HI [ MI.，凡几sk(1-e-AT )]。

NJMIvfiASK{1-eAT)]z
(3)

where N is neutron count, M is the weight of the sample, I., is 'Y count, r. is
y-ray correction factor in the radial direction, t is the detector efficiency for the
full energy peak, K is the correction factor for neutron ·flux fluctuation ,
and It is ')I-ray self-absorption factor ( it contribute毒 very little, so it is neg
lectωin the calculation ). The footnote 0 and x repre臼nt the standard sample
and the sample to be measured respectively.
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The measured values and their errors of the quantities above at different
ener盯 points are given in table I.

The correlation coefficients for each parameters -at different energy points
p~ are given in 灿Ie 2.

The calculated results arc shown in table 3. The standard errors andωrn:

lation matrix are given (由eeπ'orσ· were given by authors ).
From table 3, it can be seen 由at 由.e r臼ults are reasonable:
I) The error calculated in 由is work are in good agreement with the ones

given by the authors.
2) The correlations between first 4 阳ints 缸'c larger, the 姐me situation

for last two points. But the∞nelations arc smaller between first four and last
two points ( PIS,PI6,P2S,… etc. ). This is corresponding to 由e situation that the
measurements for first four points and last two points were completed with the
samede回ees respectively.

2 PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

The data that their covariance IS not given and the error information is not
well known, which is tosual ca臼 faced by the data evaluators, must be analyzed
臼refully in physics, and the total error, especially the main contributions for
由e systematic error should be found out as much as possible based on the real
istic situations. Some examples, selected from the complete neutron data
evaluation of Oxygen by authorl 6

] , are given as follQws, which illustrate some
typical cases.

2.1 Total Cr，田 S饵tion

In the evaluation, only one set of data(7) 'was taken in the energy region
from 3 to 20 MeV. The information about the error given in the paper is : statis
tical, 0.3-1 %; background correction, 1-3%; dead time < 0.1 %; multi-民at

tering, negligible and sample error, no information. The data were normalized
to their early measured datal', 'I] at 3.5 MeV. It is clear that the main systematic
error comes from the normalization, which is depended on the error of their
early work. But there is no exact information about the data error at 3.S MeV,
it is only known from the paper that it i,; less than 3%. Comparing this data
around 3.S MeV with F. G. Perey'sllO] and R. B. Schrack'slll) data, itωnbe
幅en that the statistical error is 1.3% and the systematic difference between this
data and Perey's data is 1.1 %, which can be regarded as systematic error. So the
total, used as normahzation error, is 1.7%.
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According to the situation, as shown in Fig. 1, it is divi~ed into thr白自

glons:
。 16.S-20MeV

In 由is r唱ion， there are two sets of data, and there arc systematic differ
ences between them. Drawing lines 由rough 臼ch set of data，由e average dis
tancebetw民n 由em ( divided by 2 ) was taken as systematic error in 由is region.

2) 12.6-16.5 MeV
In 由is region, there are 8 键ts of data, but only three of them were meas严

W"Cd in whole region, five of others only around 14 MeV, and there is no sys严

tematic difference among them. Carefully analyzing the data shows that
Seeman'sll21 data not only have more energy points, but also have smaller error
4% (。由ers 8%, 10% res阴ctively ). SO the curve is mainly determined by this
set ofdata, and so the covariance. Analyzing this data shows that the total error
is about 4.5% and the systematic component is 1.5% for detector efficiency and
1.0% for 姐mple volume, so the total systematic error is 1.8%.

For convenient, a processing∞de CMP was written. With the code, explic
it covarianαmatrix can be calculated and output in the ENDF / B-6 format,
using the systematic error information given through above analysis in physics
and the evaluated total or statistical error ( for example through curve fitting ),
taking into aαount whether the systematic error needs to be added to the diag
onal elements.

3 SPLINE FUNCTION FITTING

For cross 钝ction or other quantities, if there are multi-sets of measured (
ωrrelative ) data and their covariance matrices are all known , the data can be
fitted and the fitted values and their covariance matrix can be calculated with
spline function.The fitted values A

Y=EY
and their covariance matrix

y p=EFfyET

where
E= sTew - uT

DU)

and Y is the vector of input measured data, Vy is the covariance matrix of
vector Y, B is base spline function matrix, and W, U, D are the matrices
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concerning different weights rcspcctivclyllJ).

A practical program SPC was developed. by using it the multi-sets of
ωnelalivedata 也n be fitted. and the covarian臼 matrix of the fitted values can
be calculated, which is resulted mainly from the propagation of the input
∞variance matTi臼s， and alωsome what production in the fitting. In the
program. the order of the spline function 臼n be chosen and the spline knots
can be optimized automati创IrI4).

Using the program. the prop町ties ofωrrelative data fitting 缸lei their
∞variance were researched. It was shown 由at the fitted values and theirωrrc··

lation 饵»efflcicnts are systematically changed with· increasing 由e inputωncla

lionα»effICient ( suppose it is 由e 姐mt' to all data points ). Exampl臼 are given
:n Figs. 2- 4. A practical example is given in Fig. I , which was taken from the
evaluation ofOxygenωmpletedataforCENDL-2.

It was also found that the PPP problcmlUj happened when the data to be
fitted are in large discrepancy and the correlation is strong ( see Fig. 2. cu凹岱
No.5, 6 ). In this case, the fit values are outside the input experimental data and
are not reasonable. To solve this problem, the input absolute ωvariance matrix
is iterated, keeping the input relative covariance matrix unchanged and re·
placing the input experimental data by fit values. An example is given in Fig. 5.
the start curve is the curve No.6 in Fig. 2. As a practical example, the change of
output covariance matrix with iteration is given in Fig. 6.

CONCLUSION REMARKS

The methods and codes for covariance data evaluation of experimental da·
ta described above can be u臼d in different ca臼s and for different purpose. The
parameter analysis can be used for experimenters to construct the covariance
matrix of their measured data, because they well know the experiment condi
lions, especially the information about the error. The evaluators usually have to
do physical analysis, because they faαlarge amount of data and not well know
the measurement conditions. The spline fit is suitable for both experimenters
and evaluators to process their correlative data : calculate the fit values and
their covariance matrix, but it can be u路d only in theωse that the covariance
matrices of input data are all already kn('wn.
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